A computer you’ll grow with, not out of
Mac has everything you need for college, including a discount.

Mac is the #1 notebook on campus today, and it’s not hard to see why. Our newest MacBook computers have been reengineered inside and out to be thinner, lighter, and more durable than ever before. Their new ultrathin LED display and superfast graphics processor make learning a more brilliant experience. And not only does the Mac come with the world’s most advanced operating system, Mac OS X, it can also run Microsoft Office and Windows.
A great computer for college.

Runs Office and Windows.
There are hundreds of great Mac applications including Office—to help you succeed. But should your studies ever require you to use a Windows-based application, Mac can easily run it on Vista or Windows®.¹

Learn on the go.
Mac works with your iPhone or iPod so that you can access your course materials and connect with your classmates anytime, anywhere. With iTunes®, you can download lectures to watch on your Mac or carry in your pocket.

Work like a pro.
Equip your Mac with iWork ’09 and begin creating cinema-quality presentations in Keynote, streamlined word processing documents in Pages, and impressive-looking graphical spreadsheets in Numbers.

A great computer, period.

Built for success.
The new MacBook and MacBook Pro are built using a unibody enclosure carved from a single piece of aluminum. By replacing several parts with just one, the new MacBook computers are more durable than ever before.

Express your ideas digitally.
iLife ’09 is included on every Mac. Right out of the box it has everything you need to create professional-quality movies, websites, music, photo books, and podcasts for class, your personal life, and everything in between.

Support for your Mac.
Our award-winning AppleCare service lets you make one call for expert technical support for your Mac, Mac OS® X, iLife ’09, and iWork ’09. For hands-on help, visit the Genius Bar at any Apple Retail Store.

Meet the MacBook family.

New 13-inch MacBook
With its new ultrathin LED display, Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 3GB of memory standard, built-in iSight camera, and aluminum unibody construction, the new MacBook is lighter, faster, beautifully streamlined, and ultradurable.

New MacBook Pro
The new MacBook Pro has a 15-inch or 17-inch LED display, a built-in iSight camera, an Intel Core 2 Duo processor, an aluminum unibody, and a new graphics processor that will make you feel like you’re using a desktop system.

13-inch MacBook
Perfect for a college student on the go, the 13-inch MacBook is built with a white polycarbonate enclosure and includes a built-in iSight camera, an Intel Core 2 Duo processor, and 2GB of memory standard.

Luther Students save when they shop the Apple Online Store for Education. Visit the link below to learn more and take advantage of special Luther education pricing.

lis.luther.edu/services/buyacomputer

¹Purchase of Windows required. Microsoft Office, Windows XP, and Windows Vista all sold separately. Boot Camp supports only the most popular 32-bit releases of Windows XP and Windows Vista and is included only in Mac OS X Leopard. iWork ’09 sold separately.
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